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CHAPTER 1

Sweet as our hello could be
Do you just see
Or do you listen to the unheard
The paragraphs hidden in short syllables
*AP*
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“Hey, what’s up?”
“How are you doing?”
“All good?”
It’s simple. For every time we encounter these questions,
our replies will always be the same,
“Great!”
Yeah, so, what is the issue, you may ask. Let me get deep
down to this matter.
As bitter as the truth can be, you and I are born in a world
filled with fake emotions. Wherever we step in, people
expect us to smile, showing how happy we are, even
though deep inside we may be crying and rotting in our
darkest moments. As you may hear it a thousand times,
people tend to come closer to those with blinks and
sparkles in their lives, rather than giving a shoulder for a
person to cry upon. The world is no truer than it was
before, and nobody can deny this, nor run from it. Once
we are born, we are technically stuck around masked
human beings. And to be able to survive, we too should
wear that mask and be a masquerade, especially at our
lowest clock.
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Cramped with the rule of the world, you and I can be
associated like a ceramic China. How much ever heat is
poured upon us, it is our obligation to stay still and be at
our best shape, without showing our cracks to be fancied
for long. Or else, we all know where we belong once those
cracks are seen – trash… A comedian should always
laugh wherever he goes, a public figure should be at his
best even when he’s on his PJs, a beauty pageant
contestant should always smile wherever she goes, and
an air hostess should never fail to entertain her
passengers… A never ending list it would be, and I
believe you have seen the outcome today; Depression
and suicide.
Emotions may seem invisible, words may seem light, but
who knows, those “lie” that you utter, that single word
“great” can actually trigger a catastrophe at the end?
When you hide your feelings, force to smile in front of
others, and laugh out loud like no tomorrow, deep within
your real emotions are buried till it finds its place in your
subconscious. The more you hide, the more it will be
buried. By sowing more of those, of course, you’ll reap
depression at the end. Have you ever felt unhappy
suddenly when you’re alone? That’s it. That’s when those
seeds have bloomed to a bad flower.
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Hey, don’t worry, facing depression and hiding your
feelings does not make you fake. But remember one thing,
emotions need to be pulled out from your body, or else it
will eat you alive! At the utmost, you should always record
in your mind and heart that having a bad day or a series of
bad situations will not spoil your reputation! It’s normal!
Things may not be as per our expectations, but how you
react upon it makes a lot of difference! Crying on your own
does not solve anything. Crying in public will make things
worst! Crying with the right people and projecting your
feelings through the right medium will make you shine,
and for that, you need to put off your masks at the right
place and time. It’s not easy, I know it well, but there is no
other way but to do it, or else your cracks will never be
healed. Even a china will show its cracks when it’s
pressured too much, and I believe, it’s easier to mend a
slight crack more than combining those glassed that have
broken to pieces, right?
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“The more room you give yourself
to express your true
thoughts and feelings,
the more room there is
for your wisdom to emerge.”

Marriane Williamson
America’s spiritual leader
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